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THE PURPOSE OF THE RESEARCH

• Juul, J. (2013). Preface. In The art of failure: An essay on the pain of 
playing video games (p. xi). MIT Press.

THE PURPOSE OF THE RESEARCH

SIE Bend Studio. (in development) “Fleeing the Horde.” In Days Gone. Sony Interactive Entertainment. Retrieved from: playstation.com



THE PURPOSE OF THE RESEARCH

“Zombies to me don’t represent anything in particular.
They are a global disaster that people don’t know 

how to deal with. Because we don’t know 
how to deal with any of the shit.” 

/George A. Romero/

McConnell, M. (2008). “Interview: George A. Romero on Diary of the Dead.” Cinema Blend. 
Retrieved from cinemablend.com/new/Interview-George-Romero-Diary-Dead-7818.html



RESEARCH FOCUS

Inductive exploration of
pervasive zombie themes
through unit operations.



MAIN TOPIC OF THE PRESENTATION

The identification of the 
zombie prototype 
constructor across 

videogame narratives



STRUCTURE OF THE PRESENTATION

Unit Operations - theoretical framework

Zombie Prototype Constructor

Traditional Zombie Units in Resident Evil

Zombie Originator Unit in Left 4 Dead

Different Faces of the Zombie in Dishonored

Pervasiveness of Zombies in Videogames



UNIT OPERATIONS -
OVERVIEW

•Developed by Ian Bogost

•Novel approach to videogame criticism

•Builds bottom-up

•Focuses on discrete units & their interaction

•Leveraging the vocabulary and logic of OOT

Bogost, I. (2006). Unit Operations: An Approach to Videogame Criticism. Cambridge, MA 
and London: the MIT Press 



UNIT OPERATIONS -
ANATOMY OF UNITS

Units are based on the four core concepts 
of Object Oriented Technology

•Abstraction - Classes only exist through their instances

•Encapsulation - Procedures are only accessible through the units

•Polymorphism - Units are configurable through their instantiation

• Inheritance - Possibility of parent-children/class-subclass relationships



UNIT OPERATIONS -
INSTANTIATING UNITS

•Units carry and transform meaning

•Units can take in parameters and modify 

them, through meaningful actions

•Units can convey meaning on their own 

or form complex assemblages, 

passing arguments to each other



ZOMBIE PROTOTYPE CONSTRUCTOR -
NARRATIVE BACKGROUND IN CINEMA

• Zombie stories are stories of a shaken equilibrium

• Zombies are manifesting as unforeseen consequence of 

a moral, ecological, or social crisis

• Zombies have an “originator”, which creates them

(often ambiguous/abstract in post-Romero cinema)

• The originator is the product of an unbalanced world



ZOMBIE PROTOTYPE CONSTRUCTOR -
ABSTRACT PROCESSES

An abstract blueprint for all the core processes,
through which zombie units transform meaning

•Transform other agents into zombies,
stripping them of unique features and volition

•Accelerate the shift of balance in the world

•Main parameter: shared behavioural patterns,
passed by the originator unit



ZOMBIE PROTOTYPE CONSTRUCTOR -
ORIGINATOR UNITS

Unique unit, which can instantiate new zombies

•Manifest the juxtaposition
of “what is” and “what should be”

•Often abstract in nature (eg. “consumerism”), 
and expressed through a central narrative theme

•Main parameter: the nature of the calamity



ZOMBIE PROTOTYPE CONSTRUCTOR -
SUMMARY

Thematically, both of these units are 
contrasted against the protagonist

Zombie Unit

• Takes in behavioural patterns 
from the originator

• Transforms and unifies
other agents

• Accelerate its birthing crisis 

Originator Unit

• Takes in the parameters of 
the central narrative theme

• Manifest the broken 
equilibrium

• Creates new zombies



THE PURPOSE OF THE RESEARCH

• Juul, J. (2013). Preface. In The art of failure: An essay on the pain of 
playing video games (p. xi). MIT Press.

TRADITIONAL ZOMBIE UNITS IN RESIDENT EVIL

Capcom. (2015) “Zombie Attack!” In Resident Evil HD Remaster. Capcom. Retrieved from: technobuffalo.com



TRADITIONAL ZOMBIE UNITS IN RESIDENT EVIL -
OVERVIEW

•The causing shift in balance is 
corporate greed and radical darwinism

•The originator unit is the Umbrella Corporation

•Zombies convert other units through 
viral infection

•The ecological crisis, greed, and the fallout 
of aggressive social darwinism is accelerated



TRADITIONAL ZOMBIE UNITS IN RESIDENT EVIL -
ACCELERATION OF IMBALANCE, UNFORESEEN CONSEQUENCES

Aggressive Social 
Darwinism of Wesker

• Manifests as the Tyrant

• Accelerates social darwinism

• It manifests as a strong 
agent on one axis, while 
bastardising humanity, 
from which it was 
originally created

The blind (corporate) 
greed of Umbrella
• Manifests as the T-virus

• Accelerates the greed

• It creates an unsustainable 
economy of literal leeches, 
whose volition is replaced by 
unending hunger for more



TRADITIONAL ZOMBIE UNITS IN RESIDENT EVIL -
UNIQUE FEATURES OF VIDEOGAME ZOMBIES

Narrative and gameplay dynamic disconnect

•While players are impervious to becoming zombies,

• The narrative conserves all prototypical features

It is not a true subversion, but undercuts 
the message of previous zombie tales

While cinematic zombies present a conflict of ideologies, 
videogame zombies manifest as a conflict of volition 



TRADITIONAL ZOMBIE UNITS IN RESIDENT EVIL -
UNIQUE FEATURES OF VIDEOGAME ZOMBIES

Videogame Zombies
• Binary in the sense of 

“I” vs “the mob”

• The imbalance is a hard divide 
between the player and the 
enemies

• Zombies are the antithesis of the 
hero, which is expressed through 
volition(player) vs
coercion(zombies)

• Heroes can fail but not succumb,
(can only be forced narratively)

Cinematic Zombies
• Binary in the sense of 

“pure” vs “tainted”

• The imbalance is infectious 
metaphorically and literally 

• Zombies are just advanced 
cases but not meaningfully 
different from 
“bitten” protagonists

• Ever-present danger 
of heroes succumbing
to the crisis



THE PURPOSE OF THE RESEARCH

• Juul, J. (2013). Preface. In The art of failure: An essay on the pain of 
playing video games (p. xi). MIT Press.

ZOMBIE ORIGINATOR UNIT IN LEFT 4 DEAD

Valve South. (2008) “Infected Swarm” In Left 4 Dead. Valve Corporation. Retrieved from:steampowered.com



ZOMBIE ORIGINATOR UNIT IN LEFT 4 DEAD -
OVERVIEW

•Left 4 Dead is invoking a traditional zombie stories
building on a classical outbreak-narrative

•The AI Director (AID)

•mechanically, in charge of the emotional intensity

• has no narrative function deliberately

• but is expressed as an abstract narrative originator



ZOMBIE ORIGINATOR UNIT IN LEFT 4 DEAD -
UNIQUE FEATURES OF VIDEOGAME ZOMBIE ORIGINATORS

•Videogame originators create dissonance between 
narrative function and gameplay mechanics

Similarities

• opposing the protagonists 
with immense power

• spawns zombie units 
mechanically

•The AID manifests as the governing force behind
the global disaster behind the zombie outbreak

Differences

• modifies the experience 
to be manageable

• creates theme-park vibe

• does not pass the behaviour



THE PURPOSE OF THE RESEARCH

• Juul, J. (2013). Preface. In The art of failure: An essay on the pain of 
playing video games (p. xi). MIT Press.

DIFFERENT FACES OF THE ZOMBIE IN DISHONORED

Arkane Studios. (2012) “Infected Cizitens Flee from Tallboys” In Dishonored. Bethesda Softworks. Retrieved from: dishonored.wikia.com 



DIFFERENT FACES OF THE ZOMBIE IN DISHONORED -
OVERVIEW

•Main narratives focus on betrayal and 
an all-encompassing ethical crisis

•On one side, political powers betray the populus
cause a moral crisis

•On another, mistreatment of wildlife and resource
cause an ecological crisis

•The mirroring narratives are both zombie tales



DIFFERENT FACES OF THE ZOMBIE IN DISHONORED -
MIRRORING NARRATIVES

Weepers

• originate from the rat-plague

• transform people into 
weepers through infection

• accelerate the spread of the 
plague as zombies

City Watch

• originate from the 
putsch-government

• transform people through 
extensive drafting

• accelerate moral corruption 
through their actions

•The Heart gives a unique insight into 
the narrative meaning of separate units

•All cited meaning are conveyed through narratives



THE PURPOSE OF THE RESEARCH

• Juul, J. (2013). Preface. In The art of failure: An essay on the pain of 
playing video games (p. xi). MIT Press.

PERVASIVE ZOMBIES

Capcom Vancouver. (2013) “Facing the Horde.” In Dead Rising 3. Capcom, Microsoft Studios. Retrieved from: gamespot.com



PERVASIVE ZOMBIES

• Not the just aesthetic but the function is also pervasive

• Behind zombie units is a global disaster

• Zombies manifest both as cause and perpetrators

• Hypothesised main reasons behind the popularity:

• increased agency and power fantasy are all about volition

• platform limitations lend themselves to „I vs them” narratives



CLOSING DISCUSSION

• The ludo-narrative properties of videogames create 
unique circumstances for observing zombies

• Viewing from the game mechanics side, 
zombies most often are just a coat of paint over more 
generic disaster or crisis narratives *

• Viewing from a narrative meaning side, 
lot of games follow the unit operations of zombies

Backe, H. J., & Aarseth, E. (2013). Ludic Zombies: An Examination of Zombieism in Games. 
In DiGRA Conference.
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